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COST PLUS PRICING

I pricing such that all costs are covered:
add a mark-up to unit cost (e.g., percentage of unit cost)

I One method: mark-up=percentage of cost

I common method with retailers
I ignores market conditions

mark-up may be too high w.r.t. prices of competitors
→ may result in low sales

I difficult to identify all costs associated with a product
→ multi-product business

I see Worked example and Math tip
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PRICE SKIMMING

Price skimming: charge high price on new product for limited
time

I also known as creaming

I Goal of this strategy:

I generate high revenues before competitors arrive on market
I exploit the popularity of product while it is unique
I Example: Laptop in the early days (over 1000 pounds),

pharmaceuticals

I prices are charged in a market where consumers are ready
to pay higher amounts
→ helps maximise revenue

I skimming can only be used when demand is price inelastic
I skimming might attract competitors into the market
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PENETRATION PRICING

Penetration pricing: set new price when launching product in
order to get established in the market

I Attract customers by low price and get him to stay with
company

I Example: offer products at lower rates for a trial period,
offer the first few items at lower price (introductory offer)

I Industries using penetration pricing: sports clubs, online
gaming, satellite broadcasters, driving schools, ...
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PENETRATION PRICING
BENEFITS OF PENETRATION PRICING

I low- or middle-income consumers are responsive to these
offers

I sales will grow quickly during this period
I fast growth in sales may allow business to lower production

costs (economies of scale)
I put pressure on rivals: they may be forced to lower prices

as well or differentiate their product further
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I difficult to determine optimal length of low prices period

I risk: customers may

I get used to low prices and
I leave when prices return to the pre-offer level
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PREDATORY PRICING

Predatory pricing (or destroyer pricing): setting a low price
forcing rivals out of business

I Goal: Charge very low price until rivals leave the market

I Selling a product below the cost of production in order to
force out rivals is illegal in the UK and EU

I Regulation: risk that in the long run it can lead to lack of
competition

I Low-price strategies are allowed if low-cost business can
endure low profit for an extended period

I Example of predatory pricing: Esso and Shell in 2013
I Regulator in UK: Office of Fair Trading (in Luxembourg

Institut Luxembourgeois de Regulation)
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Competitive pricing: pricing strategies based on the prices
charged by rivals

I Usually done in very competitive markets

I Advantage: avoids price wars
→ therefore a safe pricing strategy

I Market leader sets the price and all other follow
price leadership

I Price leaders are usually the dominant firms in the market
(e.g., low-cost operators, firms with strong brands)
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PSYCHOLOGICAL PRICING
Psychological pricing: setting the price slightly below a round
figure

I Consumers are tricked into thinking that 99.99 is cheaper
than 100

I targets customers who are looking for bargains
I this is strategy is not used for up-market products
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I Differentiation and USP

I Price elasticity of demand
I Amount of competition
I Strength of the brand
I Stage in the product life cycle
I Costs and the need to make a profit
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KEY TERMS

I Competitive pricing: Pricing strategies based on the prices
charged by rivals

I Cost plus pricing: Adding a percentage (the mark-up) to
the costs of producing a product to get the price

I Mark-up: The percentage added to unit cost that makes a
profit for a business when setting the price

I Penetration pricing: Setting a low price when lanching a
new product in order to get established in the market

I Predatory or destroyer pricing: Setting a low price forcing
rivals out of business

I Pricing strategy: The pricing policies or methods used by
a business when deciding what to charge for its products
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I Product life cycle: Shows the different stages in the life of
a product and the sales that can be expected at each stage

I Psychological pricing: Setting the price slightly below a
round figure

I Skimming or creaming: Setting a high price initially and
then lowering it later

I Unit costs: The same as average cost (total cost divided by
output)
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